
Accessories
Best Selling

Xuron Flush Cutter
Ideal for cutting fine parts and
components with accuracy.

£12.40
Ref: P33222

Xuron Shears Mirco
Perfect for shearing small
sheet metal style parts into
ideal shapes. 

Xuron Long Nose Pliers
Used for twisting and bending
wire to form multiple shapes. 

Xuron Round Nose Pliers
Used to form parts into
cylindrical shapes. 

£13.50
Ref: P33224

£11.50
Ref: P33227

£13.95
Ref: P33226

Micro Drill Set
To drill parts to join
to the wire. 

Gold/Silver Plated Chain
Perfect for necklace chains, with it’s traditional look. 

£1.80
Ref: J4410

Hand Abrasive Block

To add a matted/textured
effect to the piece.

• "Steampunk" Jewellery, made with watch parts.
The concept of Steampunk was fashioned in the late 1980s, initially inspired through writing, namely science
fiction, but has transcended into other genres such as art, gaming, film, music and fashion.  Its look focuses around
a post-industrial revolution time but before the mainstream use of electricity; primarily using mechanical symbols.

Steampunk fashion incorporates Victorian-esque trends, such as petticoats, corsets, coats with vests, etc.  In recent years this 
has branched off to jewellery and horology, such as a sculpture by the artist Tim Wetherell in 2009 called 'Clockwork Universe'
making one of the first working Steampunk styled timepieces of that scale and hence bringing this branch of chic fashion to the
mainstream.

£6.80
Ref: S33527

A fluxed solder for jewellery, free of lead
and is designed to use with a soldering iron. 

Mini Hand Drill Archimedean
A traditional and useful tool
for drilling fine holes. 

£2.95
Ref: D0444
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This box of Assorted Mechanical Watch Parts is
the ideal material starter pack needed to create 
an innovative range of the latest jewellery craze.

£8.95
Ref: D0442

£5.75
Ref: P4935

Jump Ring Maker Tool
To make jump rings to join parts.

£19.95
Ref: M31885

£1.25
Ref: J5308

£1.55
Ref: J4409

Multi Core Solder Fine Soldering Iron
To secure
parts
permanently.

£19.75
Ref: S5686

SteampunkSteampunk

Some of our customers
who will have these are
hobbyist, students,
arts/crafts artists and
watch repairers.

Gorilla Glue
Precision Pen

New glue in a
pen format for
precise and
intricate gluing,
easy to use
with an 
anti-clog tip.  

£2.60
Ref: C33159

• 250gm
• Ref: M32410
• £19.50

Jewellery  Jewellery  
This inexpensive pack of watch parts is a good buy.

Ideal pack for that problem job or for arts/crafts pictures or sculptures.


